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COUNCIL ACTION FORM 
 
SUBJECT:  JOINT USE PARKING PLAN FOR 1320 DICKINSON AVENUE 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Perfect Games, Inc owns the property at 1320 Dickinson Avenue and is planning to add 
a miniature golf course to the existing Perfect Games Family Entertainment Center 
property.  This property is south of Mortensen Road between South Dakota Avenue and 
Dickinson Avenue (Attachment A, Location Map). This 31,500 square-foot center offers 
bowling, laser tag, video games, dining, group celebration space and a bar, all under 
one roof.  The new golf course is proposed on the landscaped area of the property 
south of the existing detention pond between the pond and the Highway 30 ramp 
(Attachment B, Draft Minor Site Development Plan).    
 
The City Council has established this area as the Southwest Gateway Overlay Zoning 
District, in order to enhance and define it as a community entry.  To reduce parking and 
increase landscaping in the area, the Zoning Ordinance allows “Collective Parking,” 
which reduces minimum required parking by 15% while requiring 25% more landscape 
area.  This provision requires two or more projects to be planned together.  In 2008, 
when the Perfect Games facility was developed, Council approved a Joint Use 
Parking agreement for the site which allowed for a total of 211 parking spaces to 
be provided under the collective parking allowances by counting the 190 on site 
spaces and the 21 parking spaces located to the west on the Pet Hospital 
property.  
 
In the current request, the addition of a miniature golf course would require that 
additional parking is provided to accommodate the new use. The current zoning 
ordinance does not provide a designated parking ratio for miniature golf courses, as 
with many uses, but it does allow for a parking ratio to be assigned based on a similar 
use.  There are not a lot of comparable parking rates exclusive to miniature golf, the 
range appears to be between 1 and 3 spaces per hole.  Staff believes using an estimate 
of 2 parking spaces per hole for peak use is reasonable. This would mean the site 
would need to add 36 additional parking spaces, or approximately a 15% increase in 
parking above current conditions. 
 
The applicant is requesting approval of a joint use parking plan for the existing 
onsite parking lot to allow for no net increase in the required number of parking.  
This allows them to take taking advantage of a seasonal demand with a joint use 
parking plan to accommodate for the new golf use with the existing parking lot on 
site during times of reduced capacity.  
 
When a site cannot meet the parking required by the Zoning Ordinance, the option for 
joint use parking is permitted with Council approval if it can be shown that peak demand 



of other facilities would allow for both uses to be accommodated during their times of 
peak parking demand.  In this case, there is not another site or parking area being 
requested for joint use, but the joint use of parking spaces within the same facility due to 
a seasonal peak demand difference in parking needs for the multiple uses on the 
property.    
 
The applicant has provided all of the required information, including a signed agreement 
“Joint Use Parking Plan” for Perfect Games and a letter outlining the proposed parking 
demand for the property (Attachment C, Joint Use Parking Plan and Attachment D, 
Applicant Letter) to accommodate the new miniature golf use without an increase in 
provided onsite parking spaces. The property owner believes that at peak demand with 
bowling leagues (in the winter) there is generally at least 24 spaces available for parking 
compared to zoning standards due to smaller team sizes.  The applicant also states that 
even more spaces are available in the summer when there are fewer leagues operating. 
The applicant believes they generally have around 40 spaces that are underutilized with 
their current operations and therefore believe that due to seasonality of recreational 
activities the joint use parking can be approved. 
 
When acting upon an application for approval of a Joint Use Parking Plan, the City 
Council may approve the Plan if it finds that the criteria described in Section 
29.406(17)(b) of the Zoning Ordinance are met by the application. Those criteria, along 
with the applicant’s and staff’s responses, are included in the attached “Staff Analysis” 
section of this report.  
 
This request is unique in that it is based upon seasonality of individual uses, 
rather than peak demand by any one use.  All commercial uses have seasonality. 
Peak parking demand for general commercial uses occurs during the holiday shopping 
season and is much lower during other times of the year.  Seasonality is likely even 
more pronounced in Ames due to population swings from students attending ISU. The 
applicant believes that because the miniature golf facility will not operate at all in the 
winter months that its unique situation justifies accounting for seasonality of demand on 
the site. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  
 
1. The City Council can approve the Joint Use Parking Plan for 1320 Dickinson 

Avenue as described in the attached “Joint Use Parking Plan” for Perfect Games. 
 
2. The City Council can approve the Joint Use Parking Plan for 1320 Dickinson 

Avenue for Perfect Games with modifications.  
 
3. The City Council can deny the Joint Use Parking Plan for 1320 Dickinson Avenue. 
 
4. The City Council can refer this request to staff for further information. 
 
 
 
MANAGER’S RECOMMENDED ACTION: 



 
In enhancing the Southwest Gateway, the City seeks to avoid large areas of paving and 
soften the appearance of parking with additional green space. The development has 
previously been granted reduced parking to meet this goal.  Joint Use Parking, using 
more fully available existing parking to meet the peak parking demand, seems 
consistent with this intent of the Southwest Gateway Overlay.  
 
While seasonal joint use is not the typical form of joint use parking agreements, the 
ordinance does seem to allow for such use of parking spaces, especially for a business 
of this nature where multiple uses and parking ratios are required for one business, not 
typical of a standalone single commercial entity. It does seem that even when 
accounting for seasonality that the peak demand periods are likely overlapping in the 
fall between September and October when students have returned to Ames and 
weather is still conducive to outdoor activities.  
 
Staff concludes that the parking projection for this joint use is realistic in this case and 
believes that the parking demand of the proposed uses on the property will be 
sufficiently distinct and accommodated with the parking already existing on the property 
for most times of the year.  A key component of accepting this joint parking plan is 
that City Council can choose to cancel the agreement upon notification to the 
property owner if the City Council determines there is insufficient parking to 
accommodate the mix of uses on the site.  The Joint Use Parking Plan will allow 
more efficient use of the land, reduce parking pavement and enhance the community’s 
entryway. Therefore, it is the recommendation of the City Manager that the City 
Council adopt Alternative #1, thereby approving the Joint Use Parking Plan for 
1320 Dickinson Avenue as described in the attached “Joint Use Parking Plan” for 
Perfect Games. 
 
 
 
 



STAFF ANALYSIS 
 

Approval of a Joint Use Parking Plan.  When acting upon an application for approval 
of a Joint Use Parking Plan, the City Council may approve the Plan if it finds that the 
criteria described in Section 29.406(17)(b) of the Zoning Ordinance are met by the 
application. These criteria, along with a summary of the applicant’s comments and 
staff’s responses, are provided below.  
 
1. The analysis presents a realistic projection of parking demands likely to be 

generated. 
 

Applicant’s Response:  The goal of the miniature golf course is to add another 
option for those already planning to visit Perfect Games during the summer.  The 
miniature golf course will be open during the summer and generally business is 
down 35-40% in the summer overall so less parking is needed and used during 
the summer for the uses already accounted for within the existing building.  
 
Parking was previously based on 5 parking spaces per bowling lane when teams 
generally consisted of 5 people. Currently only 3 and 4 person teams are typically 
used by Perfect Games leagues, with only one of the smallest leagues using 5 
person teams. This creates 24 spaces of open parking on most nights in the 
winter and more in the summer when summer leagues are cut by 65%.  
 
The applicant has noted that the 21 parking spaces located in the remote location 
of the Pet Hospital and the east area of the existing onsite parking lot are rarely 
full and generally only used on the busiest days during the winter months when 
use of the facility is at its highest. This east area of the parking lot would be the 
location of parking abutting the proposed location of miniature golf course. 
Therefore, the applicant feels the addition of the golf course for the summer 
months will not create a need for additional parking.  
 
Staff’s Analysis: Table 29.406(2) of the Zoning Ordinance requires a bowling alley 
to provide 5 parking spaces per lane.  It also requires parking to be calculated 
separately for other uses on that same site.  This assumes that different people 
come to the site for the different uses.  In the case of this type of entertainment 
facility in one building it seems likely that some of the groups that arrive in one 
vehicle will have different interests and use different parts of the facility.  It seems 
reasonable that the minimum parking required by the ordinance will only be 
needed at the peak use times and seasons.   
 
Under the previously approved site plan (June 2009), with the allowed 15% 
reduction in parking under the Southwest Gateway Overlay Zone, the required 
parking for the site for Perfect Games was approved at 207 parking stalls.  This 
was met by providing 190 on site spaces and 21 remote spaces at the Pet 
Hospital to the west providing a total of 211 parking spaces for the facility.   
 
Perfect Games has 24 bowling lanes requiring by current ordinance 120 parking 
spaces. The restaurant and other entertainment uses then account for the 



remaining 87 parking spaces provided.  If it is accepted that the bowling use 
should generate a need for only a maximum of 4 spaces per lane (4 person 
teams) from the approved 5 spaces, it is anticipated that 24 parking stalls would 
be available for use by the miniature golf course.  Also, the property has a current 
agreement for joint parking with the Pet Hospital to the west.  It has been noted by 
the applicant that 21 parking spaces in the abutting lot are rarely used and could 
be counted toward the parking needs of the golf use. 
 

2. Peak demand is sufficiently distinct so that the City Council is able to clearly 
identify a number of spaces for which there will rarely be overlap of parking 
demand. 

 
Applicant’s Response: The applicant notes the facilities is at its busiest time during 
the winter when indoor activities are desired by residents.  The miniature golf is 
intended to boost use of the property in the summer when typical business is at its 
lowest capacity.   
 
Staff’s Analysis: Based on the information provided by the applicant, when 
business is generally down 35-40% for the summer months due to the indoor 
nature of the existing business, and the bowling function is down by 65% in the 
summer when bowling leagues are finished for the season, there is reason to 
believe parking would be sufficiently provided in the summer for the new miniature 
golf use.  This would allow for parking spaces typically vacant in the summer to be 
used.  
 

3. Rights to the use of spaces are clearly identified so as to facilitate 
enforcement. 

 
 Applicant’s Response:  The use of all parking spaces will be permitted by all uses 
on the site due to the uses being under the same control of owner, Perfect 
Games.   
 

 Staff’s Analysis:  This is a difficult criterion to address in this case because this is 
not a typical agreement for joint parking use where multiple businesses have 
different peak demand times.  In this case the joint use of parking is for uses of 
the same business on site due to differing seasonal demands. Since the 
customers of the facility share parking spaces throughout all uses on the site, it 
would not make sense to identify specific parking spaces by use for the business.   

 
 The joint use parking plan does allow for the city to require in the future the 

reevaluation of the parking if there becomes an issue with the required number of 
parking spaces needed on the property to facilitate all the proposed uses.  

 
 

  



Attachment A 
Location Map 

 
  



Attachment B 
Draft Minor Site Development Plan 

  



Attachment C 
Joint Use Parking Plan 

 
 
 
 

 
  



  



  



Attachment D 
Applicant Letter 

 


